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The Phillips Farm
Suffolk, Virginia

Narrative Description:
The Phillips Farm House is situated on a ridge(known as the Tidewater
Escarpment) north of Chuckatuck, Virginia on Route 10. The Phillips Farm House,
built C. 1820, is a square, two story house on an English basement. It is a
gable-roofed, wood structure, measuring thirty feet by thirty feet. The original
house was thirty feet wide by seventeen feet in length: one room to south of a
north hall with $4 story above. In 1848, a thirteen by thirty feet addition was
added to the west of the original structure (substantiated by dates on the
chimney shoulder and beam in addition).
The current floor plan configuration is a 2/3 Georgian-p1an:a north hall
with two rooms to south, and a back porch, west of the hall, enclosed for
kitchen. The story above, built as a clerestory, is a back hall with two rooms
to the south and a bath to the east. The English basement is three rooms. There
is one non-contributing building that sits southwest of the house. It is a 1 ?4
story wood frame building.
Built on an English basement of five course American bond brick, the house
sits 'five feet above grade. The house has two exterior brick chimneys on the
south end. The brick work indicates that the original chimney containing three
fireplaces has been raised. The date 1848 is etched in a brick, centered between
the upper and lower chimney shoulders. The southwest chimney contains two
fireplaces and appears of the same brick work as the raised portion of the old
chimney. The house has a cedar shake roof installed in 1976 by a previous owner.
Pictures of the house taken in the 1960s show a tin roof. Unique to the house
are the nine clerestory windows which adorn the entire second story. These
windows were added when the back of the house was added and the roof raised in
1848. A solid beam thirty feet in length forms the sill of the windows. Every
other clerestory window slides to the south behind another window. The rear
facade Kas a salt box roof with clerestory dormers at each end.
The facade of the house features an entrance in the north bay via a fourpanel door at a one story porch on brick pillars, five feet above grade. The
porch, built in 1982, replaces a Victorian porch that was added in 1940. That
porch was two stories, wrapped around the entire east and south sides, and had
a cupola above the porch roof.
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The daughter of a previous owner stated that the back porch (which is one
story with tin roof) was the original front porch which was moved to the back of
the house when her father added the Victorian front porch in 1941. The 1982 front
porch was designed with assistance from architects from the Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation and is believed to be more appropriate to the period of the house.
The house has eight different window styles, four different mantel designs
and different style doors on each of the three floors. First story windows on the
facade are original nine-over-nine sash windows. The story above has the
distinctive nine pane clerestory windows that run the entire width of the house.
The south elevation features sixrover-sixwindows on the first floor, twoover-four in the second. The west side of the house has six-over-nine sash
windows on the first floor and dormer clerestory windows in the story above. The
north side of the house has a nine-over-nine sash in the original hall, sixover-six in the kitchen, and four-over-four in the story above. All of the
basement windows are six-over-six sash windows which are approximately one foot
above grade. All panes in the house are 8x10. All windows,as are all of the
structural beams in the house, are marked with Roman numerals. The windows in the
original part of the house had brass push button window locks (only one entire
lock exists) that allowed the windows to lock at two levels and in closed
position.
The original floor plan was single room to south of side hall with the same
configuration for the 3 story above. The English basement was two rooms.
The current floor plan of the house is typical of the early to midnineteenth century period (floor plan attached) double pile configuration on an
English basement. Structural evidence suggest that the entrance hall stairway
originally ascended on the south wall of the hall to a north turn landing,
crossed-the back of the hall and ascended to the second story at a right turn.
The current stairway ascends thirteen steps on the north side of the hall
straight to the second floor (speculation is that this change was made in 1848
with the west addition.) The stairway has a round pine handrail with a balustrade
consisting of square balusters and square newels with square caps. The passage
hall features thirty-six inch high wainscoting with molded baseboard and top
rail. Doors that are thirty-six inches wide with four panels have survived on the
first floor with original Carpenter lock on the east entrance door. Wood NPS
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graining was found on the doors.
The first floor southeast room features six inch tongue-in-groove pine
floor boards. The wainscoting is original, thirty-six inches high consisting of
twenty-four inch pine plank seventeen feet long with chair rail and baseboard.
The window and door trim is hand planed and is of the same design as the mantel.
The mantel is original with side pilasters, molded central tablet and molded
narrow shelf. Ceiling height is nine and one-half feet.
"he southwest room, added in 1848, has six inch tongue-in-groove pine
floorln;, twenty-eight and one half inch high chair railing and baseboards with
beaded adge. The mantel is original with side pilaster, molded central tablet
-.d molded narrow shelf. Ceiling height is eight feet.
The kitchen, originally the west porch, was enclosed in the early twentieth
century. It was renovated and modernized by the current owners in 1982. The
deteriorated three inch tongue-in-groove flooring was replaced with eight inch
pine tongue-in groove flooring. The window and door trim is molded matching that
of the south west room.
The second story (floor plan attached) is accessed by a thirteen-tread
stairway that rises from the north side of the first floor side hall to a small
hall. There is one clerestory dormer facing west in the west wall of the hall.
Flooring is tongue-in-groove pine. Trim in this hall consists of six inch pine
baseboards. All doors on the second story were missing and have been replaced
with five panel doors.
The northeast room was converted to a bathroom and has the same tongue-ingroove pine flooring as the rest of the house. All woodwork in the bath is simple
six inch-baseboards. Three of the nine clerestory windows are in this room.
The southeast room has random width tongue-in-groove pine floor boards
ranging from eight inches in the center of the room to twelve inches. The east
wall slopes from the top of the clerestory windows. Six of the nine clerestory
windows on the facade are in this room. The mantel is a reproduction of the
original mantel, burned in a chimney fire in 1994. It features side pilasters,
flat central tablet and narrow shelf. Trim around windows and doors in this room
is new flat six inch pine, as are the baseboards. Trim under clerestory windows
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is original six inch pine with beaded edge.
The second story southwest room has the same trim as the southeast room
with one clerestory dormer facing west. The ceiling slopes from a thirty-inch
knee wall. Unique to this room is the tiny fireplace that abuts the west wall.
The mantel is a copy,made in 1982, of the original in the front east room.
The English basement is accessed by a stairway directly under the stairway
on the first floor. Structural evidence (a cut beam with pacch work) suggests
that it was not an original access to the basement. The pine treads are very
worn and suggest an age greater than that of the first floor treads. The
handrail is oval and the steps are a double-run open string with a balustrade
of round turned balusters and a heavy turned newel with a cannonball pattern.
Doors in the basement are four panel cross pattern. The southeast room matches
the width and depth of the original house. Brick work indicates that it was two
rooms originally. There is a south fireplace with cypress pilasters and shelf
built in 1982. A door leads to the exterior on the southwest side of the
fireplace. The wall and ceiling are plaster like that of the first and second
story. The floor is poured, scored concrete of no particular pattern of blocks
dated 1911. Windows are six-over-six sash set into three brick deep foundation.
The southwest room in the basement contains the open brick chimney
foundation and features like that of the southeast room. There are two windows
with a six-over-sixsash. The north wall to this room is three brick thick and
opens to a northwest room that had a dirt floor and window on the north side.
This room has been converted to a modern bath and utility room.
The only remaining outbuilding is a 1 % story wood frame building located
southwest of the house. It was originally located about 200 feet from the house
but was moved to its current location when the property was sold and subdivided
in the 1970s. The date of construction is unknown but it has the same lathing and
plaster as the dwelling. It has been recently gutted for restoration and placed
on a new brick foundation. Intact is a stairway leading to the second story.
Evidence suggests that it was used for a dwelling at one time.
Phillips Farm House was completely restored in 1982-84 leaving intact all
original trim, floors and doors, The structural integrity and floor plan of the
house was not altered. This house had been vacant and open to the elements for
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approximately ten years. The property currently contains six and one half acres
of the original 189 acre farm.
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The significance of the Phillips Farm house is that it is one of a few
regional examples of a building commonly called a clerestory house or a
clerestory dormer house. The clerestory house is indicated by continuous
windows, in a second story, with sills located approximately two feet from the
floor offering a one-and-a-half story dwelling. The Phillips Farm is one of
14( 12 still standing) clerestory buildings in Southeast Virginia.
Clerestory window features distinguishes the clerestory house from other
vernacular domestic dwellings in Virginia and possibly the United States. In
the 14 clerestory buildings in Southeast Virginia, the clerestory was
fabricated in one of two ways. The most prevalent, with nine examples, is the
clerestory dormer which consists of an extended shed dormer with consecutive
windows. The other, with five examples, is the clerestory house in which the
half story is constructed as a clerestory. Clerestory design, while it is not
a full two story design, allows for all the benefits of a full second story
with full head room and light capacity. Although the exterior appearance
indicates one large room in the clerestory, there are usually two rooms
separated by a partition wall that intersects one of the windows. All of the
clerestory houses have a definitive side profile ( see attachment). Clerestory
houses (or clerestory dormer houses) are found in a four-county region in
southeastern Virginia between the James and the Blackwater Rivers. These
dwellings appear to have been built C. 1820 through C. 1850. There are
fourteen (nine clerestory dormer houses and five clerestory houses) recorded
examples of this house type in the counties of Surry, Isle of Wight, Nansemond
(now city of Suffolk), and Southampton. The earliest and of a grander scale is
the Beale house in Southampton County. There are four in Surry County, eight
in Isle of Wight County and one in the City of Suffolk, The Phillips Farm
House. Two of the houses have been demolished. To date, research has indicated
the clerestory dwelling is confined to these counties. Most of these
structures were recorded in the late 1970s, either by the Virginia Historic
Landmarks Commission or in local history or pictorial books.
Clerestory dwellings, (as researched by Elizabeth P. Hoge, Graduate
Student in Planning, University of Virginia), were probably built by one or
two builders who lived in the area. Speculation suggests that the one or two
builders may have lived in central Isle of Wight County ranging into Suffolk,
Surry and Southampton County. They may have presented the concept of the NPS
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clerestory house to clients and then allowed them to modify to meet individual
needs and design. The use of clerestory building design may have originated in
New England cotton textile mills where clerestory design was used for lighting
in large stone or wood buildings built to accommodate long rows of textile
machines. During this same period cotton was a major crop of Virginia and was
shipped to New England textile mills. It is noted that none of the clerestory
dwellings predate or postdate cotton production of this region in Virginia.
It is one of two houses that exhibit the highest level of craftsmanship
of the fourteen recorded dwellings. It was originally a one-story single
pile house built on a raised brick basement C. 1820. In 1848 it was raised to
a clerestory with a 2/3 Georgian-plan: The front facade is a full clerestory
and the rear facade has a salt box roof with a clerestory dormer at each end.
It is the largest of the fourteen, with three rooms on the second floor which
works as full second story.
Phillips Farm House is the best preserved example of the five documented
clerestory house. It is located on Route 10, ten miles north of Suffolk,
Virginia. It is the farmhouse for an original 189 acre farm(l40 acres were in
Nansemond County and 49 acres were in Isle of wight County) owned in 1826 by
John T. Phillips according to land tax records. The heirs of John T. And
Elizabeth Phillips sold the estate in 1868. (Due to the burning of Suffolk in
1865 deed records are not available prior to that date). It is known that John
and Mary Phillips were married in Isle of Wight County in 1820. He was the
Headmaster of a school for young ladies in Chuckatuck (Nansemond County). In
1868, four Phillips children were listed as the heirs selling the property.
This was the first of seventeen recorded sales of this house prior to purchase
by the current owners.
The Chuckatuck citizens either call the house, The Percy-Pitt house, as
the ~ittsowned the house off and on from 1888-1926 or the Brown Farm for two
bachelor brothers who owned the house from 1943-1971. It is local lore that
Percy lost the house and farm because he sat on the front porch talking to
anyone who came by instead of attending to managing the farm.
The Phillips Farm House was restored through a two-year project by the
current owners in 1982-84. Unoccupied for ten years and open to the elements,
it was in a grave state of disrepair. The historical integrity of the house
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has not been compromised in the restoration. An enclosed west porch was
converted to a modern kitchen.
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Verbal Boundary Description: SEE PLAT PLAN ATTACHED.
The boundary of the Phillips Farm is indicated in the accompanying plat
labelled "Plat of the property of Carolyn A.Keen and Carroll E. Keen, Sr. and
Grace J. Keen parcel of land containing 6.501 acres, City of Suffolk, Va."

Boundary Justification: The boundary includes the farmhouse, outbuilding, and
6.5 acres that historically have been part of Phillips Farm and that maintain
historic integrity. Those parcels of the original farm north, west and south
of the property have been excluded because they have been subdivided and
developed into residential houses.
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